Why Armin Ofogh Holding:

Armin Ofogh Holding with the employment of specialists, and wide relationships in the field of international relations as well as professional potential and commercialization; is providing outstanding services to all clients throughout the world such as:

- Twenty years of professional and experimental experiences;
- Education and research activities throughout the world;
- Memorandums of understanding with more than 30 universities globally;
- Presence of experts and sophisticated specialists;
- International offices throughout the world;
- Special facilities in different provinces.

About Armin Ofogh Holding:

Armin Ofogh Holding Co. is a set of financial, cultural, educational and consulting group companies with separate missions and objectives established by the private sector. Each of these companies and institutes has been founded with the purpose of actualizing the goals of Armin Ofogh holding.

Armin Ofogh is a knowledge based and innovative complex in the fields of business, investment, entrepreneurship, education and research, tourism and technology transfer, which is active and trying to create values in Iran and some other countries. Armin Ofogh Holding also follows a set of social, cultural, humanitarian and scientific goals as a part of its core value.
Tadbir Iranian Entrepreneurship and Investment Counseling Center

Tadbir Iranian institute was approved by the ministry of cooperative labor and social welfare. Tadbir Iranian develops higher education and entrepreneurship, so that young ambitious people are empowered to lead their post conflict societies into prosperity. Tadbir Iranian targets higher potential students and ambitious entrepreneurs, and also supports entrepreneurial minded participants that may not have developed their ideas or business plans fully. It is therefore a stage of ideation that Tadbir Iranian Academy supports, Exposing the entrepreneurs to new ways in order to create companies and jobs. It opens up their minds to see opportunities for value adding, niche markets, export goods and services in supply chains, and also the possibilities of social and green entrepreneurship, marketing, and sales.

Yalda Gasht Travel Agency

Yalda Gasht is a leading, full services travel agency that provides excellence on overseas travels, international business travel services, and custom vacations at the best value on the market today. As a member of the elite travel consortium, we can design for you unique trips of a lifetime, offer you special travel benefits, and advantages you will rarely find if booking on your own. Providing exhibition, educational and specific tours for managers is another activity of Yalda Gasht agency.

Armin Ofogh Legal and Immigration Institute

Armin Ofogh Legal Institute with the employment of sophisticated expertise in the field of domestic and international legal always provide the best counselling for recruitment and dispatching students. The main areas of Armin Ofogh activities are as follows:
Supply of legal services, consultation, research, translation and publication of general and applied books as well as articles in the fields of law, economy, commerce and industry negotiation, arbitration, litigation registration of companies and establishments liquidation of companies and institutions registration of marks, patents, industrial designs registration of internet domains Market studies status reports and credit rating drawing up memorandums of understanding

Tahvol Afarinan International Job Center

Tahvol Afarinan Institute was approved by the ministry of cooperative labor and social welfare. On the one hand, this institute in accordance of robust international network can provide work force for international companies, and on the other hand, it offers an abundance of job opportunities to experts and adroit specialists.
Armin Ofogh is a leading student recruitment company active in providing services for students interested in studying abroad. Armin Ofogh founded in Iran in 1991, as one of the pioneers of professional recruitment services.

The company now recruits students to study throughout the world. Armin Ofogh International Holding aims to be one of the best agencies in the world; growing esteem is the company’s policy to achieve high level ranking and to make a distinctive contribution to Iranians and the world societies.

It is certain that skills, knowledge, and expertise are future proofing and will guarantee future. According to career consultation with employment of expert and professional consultant in the field of education, career counseling is provided based on student’s abilities and aptitudes.
Armin Ofogh International Partners

Working Fields of Armin Ofogh Holding Company
- Investment & Entrepreneurship
- Education & Research
- Export & Import
- Professional Career & Immigration Consulting
- Prosperous Business
- Risk Management & Futures Studies
- Tourism